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TfllNITY Ti\BlET, 
VOL. XV. HARTFORD, CONN., SATURDAY, APRIL I, 1882. No. IV. 
TffE T1l1N ITY T,'BJ..£T. 
Published euery three weeks during term-time by 
the Students of 
TRJNITY COLLEGE. 
BOARD OF EDITORS-CLASS OF '83. 
GEORGE GREENE. 
pe spared to make the rooms attractive.. We 
believe the authorities in charge of this Ex-
change state the truth when they say an 
American finds a home paper a still greater 
necessity in a continental Capital than in an 
English city, and we take · pleasure in for-
warding_ to them the TABLET, hoping the 
enterprise may prove successful. 
_ MAURICE L. co WL. THERE has been a cane rush. It was 
· practically ov~r, before .broken up by the 
Managing Editor, 
Business Editor, -
EDWARD S. BEACH, 
RICHARD E. BURTON. 
MAURICE L. cowL. defendants of discipline and decorum. The 
GEORGE P. INGERSOLL. great question of the physical superiority of 
the under classes was settled in favor bf the 
Terms, t2.oo per year. Single copies. 20 cents lowest, but partially, we fear, by strategem 
Subscriptions, Advertisements and Communications StiH facts are facts, and the fact is that the 
should be addressed to Freshmen started with the cane, kept the 
THE TRINITY TABLET, cane, and ultimately divided the cane amongst 
P. o. DRAWER 20, HARTFORD, CoNN. themselves. It was a victory, but a victoty 
won under such circumstances, that it is now 
1'111 TABLETisforsalt r1g11/arly at the Book Stores a question whether fufure rushes ~hould not 
~t Brown &.t Gross, 79 Asylu,,, SI .. and S. W. Barrows be governed by some fixed rules, at an 
&- Co., 2 56 Main SI., and at 7 j . H., T,inity Colltft. announced time, .and with both classes con-
THE Easter recess this year begins two 
days before the High School reception in 
this ci.ty, and closes two days before the May 
Musical Festival in New York. It has been 
suggested that a slight change in the date 
would be a great accomodation to the many 
men who would like to be present at either 
one or the other of these events. This sug-
gestion seems to be a good one and we ad-
vise an agitation of the matter. 
,...-------
WE have received a circular from the 
American Exchange in Paris asking us 
to send them the TABLET. The plan, which 
the men in charge of this new enterprise, 
have agreed upon is a good one. Commo-
dious rooms have been hired in the central 
part of the French Capital where all the 
leading papers of the world are on file. 
Americans are to be allowed access to these 
rooms for a small amount, and no pains will 
tending in full strength. There is neither 
rhyme nor reason in rushes, but as long as 
they are to be kept tip for the purpose of 
settling the superiority of classes, they oaght 
to be conducted so as to really show it. 
WHILE we sympathize with the unfor-
tunate students who were reduced for 
setting fire to the grass on the campus, we 
must say that the reduction was merited. A 
more childish thing for college men to' do, -is 
hardly to be imagined. The example, in the 
first place, is a bad one; ~s illustrated by the 
fa~t, that several of the small boys who live in 
the neighborhood of the college buildings, 
seeing some of the students amusing them 
selves with setting fire to the grass, endeavor-
ed to imitate them by attempting to set fire 
to some of the o·ut-buildings belonging to the 
college. Fortunately the attempt proved 
futile through the promptness of a few men 
in extinguishing the fire. In the second 
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place, the grass is hurt by being set on fire. 
It comes up nicely, at first, but afterwards 
does not look as fresh as the grass which has 
not been burned. We think these two rea-
sons sufficient to convince any man, that set-
ting fire to the grass on the campus is a fodl-
ish action. As the general sentiment of the 
· students seems to be ·opposed to useless fires 
we trust there will be no further attempt to 
destroy college property in this manner. 
IT is generally understood that the Faculty have recommended the Board of Trustees 
to red·uce the rent of our rooms. Probably 
no step could possibly be taken by ~he 
Trustees which would do more to popularize 
the College with its old graduates. Most of 
them know that th~ instruction and accessories 
of instruction have beei1 vastly strengthened 
and enlarged within recent years, and that 
the College is better equipped for giving 
education to their sons, than .it was to them-
selves. At the same time they have almost 
unanimously deplored the very _great increase 
of expense necessitated by the removal of 
the College from its old site. The rent of 
rooms in the present buildings is by no means 
exorbitant, considering the fineness of the 
finish and the completeness of their appoint-
ments, yet it is largely in excess of what most 
students can afford to pay, and there are no 
convenient quarters to be had at a lower 
price. We have reason to know that some 
ha\e been kept away from Trini.ty, .during the 
past few years, by reason of the expensive-
ness Qf ·. getting an education here, and con-
sequently we hail with great pleasure this step 
towards decreasing the amount of necessary 
expenses, and therefore towards popularizing 
the College. 
W. E heartily approve of the . action of Captain Wright in making the candi-
dates for the college nine train every day in 
the gymnasium. There is no reason why 
Trinity should not have a fairly good nine i_n 
the field this year. We have an energetic 
captain and good players in training. All 
that is now required for success is the service 
. of some competent professional player who 
will take an active interest in the nine and be 
always on hand to _:;how the men any defects 
in their playing. As soon as the weather 
permits the nine should commence playing 
out of doors. If the undergraduates of the-
College would only show a little interest in 
the success of this branch of athletics, and be 
ready to play against the nine for the purpose 
of giving them practice from time to time, we 
feel assured that at the end of the season the 
record of our base-ball nine would bv no· 
means be a bad one. The managers shouid re-
member that a great deal depends up9n them. 
Some have attributed the many defeats of 
Trinity in .the ball field, in former years, to 
the carlessness of the managers. We would 
suggest to the latter that a series of games be 
arranged with our sister colleges, and in that 
way interest in the success of our nine might 
be awakened. 
W E have received a circular from the 
" Garfield Monument Committee" of 
the "Society of the Army of the Cumber-
land," requesting us to bring before the-
students of this College the fact that measures-
are now being taken to procure money for 
the erection of a magniltcent monument or 
statue at '"''ashingt<,n in honor of our late 
President. The circular says: 
"While nothing definite as to the character 
of the structure has been determined upon, 
the plans of the Society contemplate the 
raising of the largest amount possible, when 
a commission will be organized of the most 
eminent sculptors and architects, to whom 
will be entrusted the duty of creating a 
structure that, in point of design and artistic_ 
excellence, shall equal, if not excel, any 
similar work in America ; that it may thus 
exemplify the exceptional regard that is held 
for our late Chief Magistrate in the hearts of 
his countrymen. In the desire to make this 
movement one in which the whole people 
may be represented, by even the smallest 
contribution, the Postmasters of every town 
in the country have been appoin_ted agents 
for the collection of subscriptions and are 
especially charged with the fact that no con-
tribution however small will be refused." 
This project speaks for itself and we urge 
aH to do their part in the good work. 
EVERY graduate, every undergraduate 
and every citizen of Hartford, who wishes 
to see the cultivating forces of his city 
strengthened and c!eveloped, will congratulate 
Trinity College upon the establishment of a 
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:new professorship in ·11 Political Science and obtained, has not been notable for any-thing 
History." The generous gift of the late Col. but a strict adherence to the printed words 
Northam has enabled the Trustees to estab- and ideas of text-books employed. They 
lish this c-hair, and now it only remains to . have wished and they do wish for a specialist 
~select a competent intumbent. It is to be in the departm'eiit of metaphysics, and while 
:hoped that the position will be honored by the establishment of the new professorship in 
the appointment of a broad-minded, liberal " Political Science and History," will do 
.and progressive instructor of experience and away with a good deal of criticism by turn-
•reputation, and that the students be not af- .ing attention in a different direction, there 
1flicted with a mere pedagogue. The estab- is a considerable number of men particularly 
llishment is une that enlists the enthusiasm of interested in Metaphysics, who wish to see a 
.everyone interested in the college, and marks permanent professor establi~ hed in that chair . 
. a progressive tendency in its management. 
Strength of instruction is the back-bone of a THE time will very soon come when the 
.college. That portion of the community inter-collegiate athletic contests atthe Polo 
which patronizes fine architecture, luxurious Grounds, will take place. The sentiment of the 
..quarters and beautiful views from purely students seems to generally favor sending re-
.resthetic reasons, is li~11ited and inconsequen- presentatives from Trinity to compete in the 
tial. The public demands solid, liberal and 'contests. A paper containing the names of 
progressive instruction above all things from those men who have pledged themselves to 
.eduq1tional instituticns, and just the moment support in a financial way our athletics, is in 
the public is sa.tisfied that that spi~it charac- the hands of the treasurer of the Athletic As·-
terizes a college, ju~t that 1:11oment its p~r.se sociation, and we are informed that quite a 
will be opened and its cordial support eltctt- ·farge sum has been promised towards defray-
.ed. Now let the Trustees select a man,_ not ing the expenses of our spring meeting. Sine·~ 
necessarily a clergyman, not necessarily a ttlten the majority of the men in college favor 
schoolmaster, but a man large enough to deal sending some of our athletes to the Polo 
largely with a large subject, and they may be Grounds and have generously subscribed 
sure that the citizens of Hartford and of Co~- towards paying all theii: necessary expenses, it 
necticut, of the diocese and the church, will is the duty of every athlete in college to exert 
look upon the College with increased sy~- himself and do his best to make the records of 
pathy and favor. our spring meeting creditable. Whether the 
records prove moderately good or are better 
TWO years ago an · old and honored than those of most of the other colleges, we instructor in Metaphysics resigned his believe that it is necessary to send at least one 
position, and the work was temporarily taken man to represent Trinity. Certainly the 
by the President. It was not expected that officers of the Athletic Association. could not 
the department would be thenceforth as reaso~ably expect a more generous response 
.efficient as it had been, for a specialist had ·to their call for money than has been made by. 
given place to a temporary worker. Class the_ undergr~du~tes. of the colle~e; after our 
.room explanations were entirely given up, sprmg meeting 1t will only remam for the ~tu-
discussions were abandoned, and explanations den.ts to select the proper representatives 
seldom made. Instead of the former com- and trust to the loyalty of the latter that 
men ts and explanations of the text in hand, they. wil} d_o their level best to win-Labor 
another system of recitations was adopted, omnta vmctt. 
which embraced absolut ly nothing outside 
of the text book, and which consequently 
largely diminished interest in the department 
of Metaphysics. 
The opinion of the last and present Senior 
class is unanimous and positive to the effect 
that the temporary instruction in that depart-
ment, which we have said was taken up in an 
~mergency, until a new instructor could be 
LOG[C. 
Man, so they say, is food for worms ; 
And worms are meat for fish : 
'Tis true by logic, then, that we 
May meet on some one's dish ! 
Nay, more, worms also prey on books; 
And books are brains of men ; 
We find the reason here why fish 
Return to brains again ! 
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HEART FOAM. 
· HE. 
I have a sudden loaging, 
To travel to lands un~nown ; 
To find a beautifuf maiden, 
Whom I may call my ·own. 
And when I have sought and found her, 
In some region of the west ; 
I will dwell with her forever, 
In .perfect peace and rest . 
SHE. 
" Somewhere on this earthly planet 
In the dust of flowers to be," 
Is a lover, true and manly, 
Who"will find and treasure ·me. 
I will sit and wait in patience, 
Knowing he will come at la:st ; 
Then all life will be but pleasure, 
All my sorrows will be past. 
T,WELVE YEARS LATER. 
Imagine a man more than six feet tall, to 
whose angular figure the most expensive 
clothes could add not one bit of elegance~ 
Coarse red hair hung loosely over a high fore-
head, beneath ·which' looked out as ugly a 
face as evt!r man \Vas cursed with. · The eyes 
were the one redeeming feature, but they had 
a habit, when their owner was in deep thou~ht, 
of growing pale and dreamy with a strange 
wierd expression, rather ghastly to one not 
used to it. · 
He was a hard worker and deep thinker, 
and, like many such, so absent-minded that 
he kept me in continual worry lest some day, 
by his forgetfulness, he . should do himself 
some serious injury. 
Often when returning from some late ger-
man or party in town, I have found him 
pouring over his books, with a long pipe in 
his mouth, while the hands of the clock 
pointed, unheeded, towards the small hours 
of the m~rning. 
I remember coming in late one night, and, 
as his honest smile greeted me, I noticed how 
pale and care-worn he looked and .how much 
thinner his gaunt form seemed to have grown 
In a back street, dark and dirty, 
Where all day the children bawl ; 
Where the merry organ-grinder 
Plays old tunes, with iron gall; 
Where the summers are malarious, 
And the winters cold and drear; 
In a house that needs repairing, . 
You will find these lovers here. 
He's a clerk on a small salary, 
And he's not the best of men. 
She has lost her pristine beauty ; 
And their offspring number ten. 
.ll1Y CHUM 
. of late. The thought of my own selfishness 
in not noticing this before, led me to the 
resolution of trying in some way to turn his 
thoughts from his everlasting study. Popular 
as I was in town, I found no difficulty in 
obtaining for my chum an invitation to dine 
with a jolly widow and her pretty daughter, 
I am an old man, now, and my snow-white 
hair bears witness how many busy years have 
passed since, young and hopeful, I left my 
alma mater, to struggle with the cares and 
troubles of the world. 
Many an intimate class-mate has been well-
nigh forgotten, as the years have rolled along, 
but net, while life lasts will my old room-mate, 
dead these many years, grow dim in my 
memory. A thousand times, since we part-
ed, to go our different ways through life, 
have his eccentricities and quaint unpolished 
manners filled my mind as I dwelt on those 
far-off college days. 
He was a strange character, that chum of 
mine, and in all the four years of our inter-
course I never knew hi,;n to do a single thing 
as other men would have done it. 
Let me describe him as his picture rises in 
my mind, vivid and matured, as if .I had seen 
him but yesterday. 
who were noted equally for thir loquacity and 
their charming dinners. But the great diffi-
culty was to induce him to go. He pleaded 
his dislike to society, his inability to converse, 
'his absent-mindedne:;s which he was sure 
would cause him to commit some fearful 
indiscretion; but I over-ruled all hisobjections, 
~nd, in the end forced him to accept. 
I remember feeling extremely nervous when 
at the appoint_e.d hour, we stood waiting for 
the answer to our ring, as I reflected upon 
how strange a guest my friends were about to 
entertain. 
It little reassured me, as we entered the 
parlor, to see him trip in his awkward way, 
over· the rug, and hot and eonfused, shake 
hands with the daughter first and call her 
" Madame." These fears were, however, 
somewhat quieted as we sat waiting for the 
announcement of dinner, and I began to 
hope the worst was over. But some evil 
genius willed it otherwise. As we rose to 
; 
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-enter the dining-room, my chum man~ged, . to our spiritual appetites. did we not, as usu~ 
heaven knows how, to knock over an ink- : haste down-hill-ward to the six little way-side 
stand on the table at his side. Broken- dens of gluttony? Why this lack of Senioric 
hearted at the damage he had done, he. dignity and Junior. ease, as upper-classme'1 
snatched his handkerchief from his pocket and form in excited groups along the campus 
attempted to mop up the jet black fluid. and turn ali eyes toward the Chapel door l 
The attempt was vain for the stand had been Lo, 'tis a.n old-time cai1e rush. Eighty-four 
full, and hastily returning his soiled handker- boldly guard the entrance, and receive. the 
chief to his pocket, he went on towards the , outcoming freshmen with hearty embrace. 
door. · Then follc;>w the usual caresses of affection (?). 
It was with a sinking heart that I took my Each man for himself and down with every 
place at the table and saw how worried and foe! During this scuffle a wily Fresh with 
uncomfortable my friend had become. the stick freed himself from the crowd, dash:. 
Tu ming the conversation, with great tact, . ed down the walk, entered a Junior's roQm 
towards subjects in which he was interested, and all was over. What, no struggle? No 
our hostess had at length restored to him grovelling in the dust? Well not exactly. 
something of self-possesion, when, at an But since a surplus amount of steam must be 
unlucky moment, her daughter began a long, blown off somewhere, the comparitive densi-
society story which I knew was of no interest ty of heads and oak door-ways was succes-
to him. Turning his home..ly face towards sively tried and the usual conclusions arrived 
her, he listened with close attention, at first, at. 
but soon his gaze wandered away, and his The whole rush, to say the least, was excit~ 
eyes put on that strange far away look that ing, decisive and quickly won by the superior · 
they always had when he gave himself up to strategy of the Freshmen. While the Soph~ 
reverie. -The room was warm and feeling the fought well, it was evident that they were 
pe1spiration on his brow, before I could \,1arn out-witted by their antagonists. 
him, he' had taken out his handkerchief, At all events the battle was fought and 
covered with ink and mopped it across his won, and now a feast to Bacchus must cele-
face. brate. So late that night the sounds of rev-
His hair and countenance, equally red, made elry were heard, as Freshrnen and Juniors, 
a flaming contrast to the dark inky line across who were generously invited to share the 
his fo~·eh~ad. A mingled stream of ink an_d flowing bow)_; 
perspiration flowed down to the end. of l~ts Rehearsed the conflict of th' eventful day 
nose and fell, drop by drop upon his shut And told of contests and of Soph's dismay, 
front. Then wit and merriment the hours prolong 
With a look of intense agony towards me, And cares are scattered with .enlivening song. 
he rose from the table! and guided by the 
servant, left the room while we gave ourselves 
up to irresistible laughter. . . 
On his return naught was seen of lus mis-
fortune but the ink spots on his bosom, but 
the escapade seemed to have cast a damper 
on his spirits and we could get hardly a word 
from him the rest of the evening. 
I never again attempted to introduce him 
to society, but left him to his books and 
solitude and I fear he never forgave me for 
my effort to brighten his solitary life. 
APPLES. 
THE CANE RUSH. 
Why, on the evening of March 16th were 
we all so anxious to attend Chapel? Verily 
one service a day is not enough' for " dim 
religious" Trinity. And why after catering 
ST. PA TRICK'S DAY. 
There has always been a tendency at Trin-
ity to take advantage of any opportunity. for 
creating a little harmless amusement. Such 
an opportunity was offc:red on Friday, March 
17th, and the students were not lax in doing 
honor (?) to Ireland's patron Saint. Before 
nine o'clock in the morning flags of all nations 
were displayed from the difforent windows of 
Jarvis Hall, and a little later in the forenoorr, 
a motley crowd composed ·of members of the 
'three upper-classes assembled on the campus. 
After a littl~ preliminary yelling, the massive 
body of variegated men. led by a Senior, 
adorned with garments which showed his su-
perb figure off to disadvantage, marched down 
Vernon Street. Men, women and children 
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shouted loud to testify their respect for such 
a noble body. The line of march, however, 
was not a long one, and the army returned in 
magnificent prder · to the campus where a 
dress-parade was to take place. As they 
came down· the coHege walk the freshmen 
were struck dumb with admiration-
" The fool of nature stood with stupid eyes, 
And gaping mouth, that testified surprise.'' 
Just in the most sublime and impressive 
part of the review the appearance of one of 
the most respected members of the faculty 
put an end to the manceuvres, and we learned 
with ~orrow the truth of the words: .. 
"Beware the fury of a patient man." 
INTER-COLLEGIATE BASE BALL. 
The coming season promises ,unusual in-
terest in the College field. The several nines 
of the Association are already in active train-
ing, and as every effort is being made to in-
crease their efficiency,. a close contest for the 
championship is anticipated. At the annual 
convention of the Association, the following 
schedule was arranged: 
May 6, Brown vs. Harvard at Cambridge. 
.. 8, Brown vs. Dartmouth at Hanover. 
" 10, Brown vs. Yale at New Haven. 
" 10, Amherst vs. Dartmouth at Hanover. 
'· 13, Yale vs. Harvard at Cambridge. 
" I 3, Princeton vs. Amherst at Amherst. 
" 15, Princeton vs. Dartmouth at Hanover. 
" 17, Dartmouth vs. Harvard at Cambridge. 
., 18, Brown vs. Dartmouth at Providence. 
" 19, Princeton vs. Harvard at Princeton. 
" 20, Brown ys. Yale at Providence. 
'' 23. Dartmouth vs. Harvard at Hirnover. 
" 23, Princeton v~. Amherst at Princeton. 
" 24, Amherst vs. Yale at New Haven. 
" 27, Princeton vs. Brown at Princeton. 
" 27, Yale vs. Harvard at New Haven. 
" 29, Amherst vs. Harvard at Amherst. 
" 30, Yale vs. Princeton at Polo Grounds. 
" 30, Amherst vs. Dartmouth at Amherst. 
June 1, Princeton vs. Dartmouth at Princeton. 
" 3, Princetor: vs. Harvard at Cambridge. 
·., 3, Dartmouth vs. Yale at New Haven. 
· " 6: Princeton vs. Brown at Providt=nce. 
" 9, Amherst vs. flarvard at Cambridge. 
" 1 o, Dartmouth vs. Yale at Hanover. 
" 1 o, Amherst vs. Brown at Providence. 
" 12, Brown vs. Harvard ·at Providence. 
" · 17, Yale vs. Amh·erst at' Amherst. 
" 24, Yale vs. Princeton at Polo Grounds. 
AN EXPLANATION. 
Marching into chapel, 
Like a chosen band ; 
Smiling very sweetly, 
Walking hand in hand. 
Leader gives the signal, 
To our seats we hie, 
Murm'ring, Botto vou, 
Kappa Beta Phi. 
We have purchased brass keys. 
T'imitate the gold. 
Think it very funny ; 
Possibly it's bold. 
We are rather awkward-
Can't belp it, you see. 
Rather fine sensation, 
Wearing golden (?) key. 
Cost was but a trifle-
Look like _gold, you know. 
Am,wer every purpose ; 
Got 'em just for show. 
Do not be mistaken ; 
Only use your eye-
We're not Phi Beta Kappa, 
But Kappa Beta Phi. 
Sunday, March 12, 1882. S. 
COMMUN/CATIONS. 
rcommunications upon curre~t topici. are invited for this. 
column. It is expected that they shall be written in a 
courteous tone. The writers full name, as well as his 11011r 
de plume, must accompany the article. The editors do not 
necessarily approve the opinions expressed.] 
To the Edt'tors of the Tablet : 
The suggestion made in the last TABLET' 
in regard to procuring boxes for our mail 
matter is a good one. Notwithstanding the fact 
that letters and papers are carekssly handled 
and frequently lost by the present system of 
delivery, the authorities of the College allow it 
to continue. The expense of buying boxes. 
and putting them in a good location is a 
small matter compared with the satisfaction 
to be obtained. · 
Something should be done immediately to· 
prevent the further loss of mail. If the 
College authorities are unwilling to interest 
themselves in this matter; let the students 
provide a better plan and put it into practice. 
N. 
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To theEdt"tors of tke Tablet: 
Permit me to call attention to a college 
regulation which has been a source of incon-
venience to many and which seems as unnec-
cessary as it is out of date. 
, Turn back a quarter of a century in col-
lege history, and note the number of school-
boy regulations with which our fathers were 
hamp_ered. They were obliged to he at 
early morning recitations, prayers, study-
hours: were sent off to bed at nine in the 
evening: could have no ale, wine, beer-
or much of anything else-in their rooms. 
Parents put their sons' pocket-money 
into the charge of a bursar. At the 
present time all this is done away. The 
modern collegian is regarded as a man ; and, 
as such, is entitled to a certain consideration 
on the part of those over him in authority. 
The reasons for his .doings are, at least, 
worthy a hearing, independent of paternal 
authority. But, alas! we have in our midst 
a relic of barbarous school-boy antiquity. 
Our faculty have., in a measure, forgotten 
that we are living in the year I 882, and 
not 1852, of college history. We are yet so 
far tied to the parental apron strings that we 
must bring each our little excuse from father 
whenever, .at the opening of eacli term, we 
are a few days late. We are told that no 
one is responsible for the existence of this 
infantile regulation ; it is one of the celebra-
ted '' Rules of the Faculty." 
Many of these rules have been so altered 
as to meet the demands of the times ; but, to 
our shame and disgrace as men, this nursery 
regulation still holds a place in this interest-
ing collection of laws. Let us look, for 
a moment, at its working, that we may be 
the better competent to judge its effect. 
A man who has been detained home on 
account of sickness, returns one week late. 
He lays his case before the faculty, and is 
informed that he must send for a paternal 
affidavit, in which these facts must be sworn 
to : sic kness, name nf patient, sex, age, 
color of hair, date of convalesence. In 
~hort, he is politely told that he is a liar; 
and that his father's word only can be trusted. 
But, suppose he remained at home simply 
because he wanted to. As before he ap-
proaches the faculty. This time the note 
must contain the valuable information that 
he staid home with his father's knowledge. 
Of course his father knew it! We have, 
way down in the bottom of our heart, a very 
profound pity for a father who, for seven 
days, could remain ignoliant of the fact that 
he had a son in the house. And, as to 
-permission, we should-judging from expe-r-
ience-be inclined to think that, unless the 
son had his father's permission to remajn 
over, he would have put in an appearance at 
the opening of the term. I recognize the 
necessity of students attending promptly at 
the beginning of the term. I am not so 
blind but what. I can see that the faculty 
must, of necessity, make a stringent rule 
covering tardiness, but let such rule be 
within the bounds of reason. Let a reason-
able penalty be imposed upon the late-com-
ers, and if they have a good excuse for their 
lateness, let them give it themselves-assum-
ing that a man won't lie when he is sure 
of being caught-or if not let them suffer 
the penalty. I would most respectfully urge 
upon the faculty the advisability of chang-
ing this regulation: that, hereafter, we may 
return a few days late, minus the usual ,r My 
son staid at home with my knowledge and 
consent. Yours, A. B." Should the above 
or a similar plan be adopted, I predict 
a speedy change for the better in the matter 
of tardiness at the opening of each term. H. 
To the Edt"tors _of the Tablet: 
In the last number of the TABLF.T ther~ 
appeared an editorial criticising, somewhat 
sharply, the management and disposition of 
the library funds, and implying that there 
was room for considerable improvement in 
the manner of disbursing those which are 
available. Undoubtedly the subject is of in-
terest to the undergraduates, and to none 
more so than to the writer of this article. Per-
haps, however, it would have been better to 
have first inquired into the state of the finan-
ces of the library, before criticising those to 
whom the management of these affairs has. 
been entrusted. There · is no doubt, that the 
main object of the editorial was, to elicit some 
information in regard to the numerous funds 
supposed to be available for purchasing new 
books. It is impossible, or at least unad-
visable, to enter into a full discussion of the 
finances of the library. We can, however, 
throw some light upon this matter, and we 
trust it will be satisfactory to the- studentsL 
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I would first say that the faculty, or the com- · they do not fully understand. Thanking you 
mittee composed of several members of the for your kindness in allowing me to monop-
faculty, take a much greater interest in the olize so much of your space. I remain your~, 
success of the library, than many are disposed for the best interest of the library, "S." 
·· to ~oncede, yet they are powerless to do [Our correspondent, who, by the way, and 
µiore than to advise and suggest, and expend this we feel bound to state, is an undergrad-
tl1e money at their disposal, as economically uate, is correct in thinking that our editorial 
and advantageously as possible. Having was designed to draw forth some explanation 
made this premise, I will state more fully concerning the .Library fund. It was the jn., 
the present condition of the library. There consistency of the remarks of two members 
are several endowments, the interest on which of the faculty, which we referred to, that 
goes to make up the library fund. By far attracted our attention and led to the writing 
the · largest of these, amounting to several of the editorial. We still stand by the orig-
thousand dollars, is at present unavailable. inal article, believing we are possessed of ev-
ihis cannot be explained now, and it must idence that those directly concerned in the 
suffice the students to know that, did circum- expenditure of the increase of the Library 
~tances permit, it would be used at . once to fund are not united in respect to its disposi-
enlarge the .number of books now contained tion and that the management of the finances is 
on the shelves. not satisfactorv to some wise minds interested 
· The interest accruing from the alumni fund in .it. Still ~e may be mistaken, but can 
is annually expended in the purchase of new only be persuaded that we are by some one 
books. This year a large pai·t of it is to be speaking ex-cathedra. This our correspon-
devoted to the increasing of our collection of dent does· not do.--Eos.) 
scientific works. Last year the greater part 
PERSONALS. 
[It is particularly desired that the Alumni furnish U!i 
with all items of interest that may come to their knowledge, 
concerning every one who has been connected with the 
College.] 
was employed in enlarging the English Lit-
erature department. As to the other fonds 
a plan has been pursued which it is hoped 
will be most benefical in its results. The plan 
is this. Instead of spending, each year, the 
interest on the remaining fund, which would 
be rather small, it is allowed to compound, 
so that, in a few years, the original sum will WILLIAMS, '35. The Bedell Lectures on" The 
World's Witness to Jesus Christ," delivered at be greatly enlarged, thereby paying an ad- Gambier, in November last, by Bishop Williams, 
vanced interest. I think every one will ac- have been recently published. 
knowledge that it is better to wait a few SEYMOUR, '52. The Rev. C. N. Seymour has 
years, and then expend annually several been appointed Dean of the Convocation of 
thousand dollars, than to invest small amounts Wyoming Territory. 
from time to time. WITHERSPOON, '56. The Rev. Orlando Wither-
Certainly the course which has been adopted spoon has been unanimously elected rector of St. 
will reap abundant harvests in the future, and John's Church, in this city. 
b · h t · GAU.AUDET, '57. E. M. Gallaudet, LL. D., we 0t~ght to e magnanimous enoug O give •57, is President of the Litt:rai-y Club of Wash-up, for the present, certain desires, in order ington, for the current year. 
that those to come may be more highly hen- · LERov, '69. The Rev. Jacob LeRoy has, at 
efited: One point ·more, and I have finished. the urgent request of his parishioners, withdrawn 
There is an abundance of Theological and his resignation of the rectorship of the parish in 
Classical books; still these departments are Nashua, N. H. 
far from complete. Besides, upon examina- NORTON, '68 . . The Rev. Frank L. Norton, 
tion it will be found that' most of these books about whose health so much solicitude has been 
are the gifts of benefactors of the College. felt, is now fully restored. His last letters were 
from Farnham Castle, Surrey, England, where he 
In closing, I would say that the interests was the guest of the Lord Bishop of Winchester. 
of the library are indeed consulted, in the HYDE, ,73_ The work of the Pennsylvania 
management of its finances, arid that, although Military Academy, the buildings of which at 
the students may not approve of the eou rse Chester, were destroyed by fire, having been 
which is being pursued, yet surely they resumed at Ridley Park, the addre~ of E. ~ 
ought not to complain of that which, perhaps, Hyde, is at the last mentioned place. 
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TuLLIDGE, '76. E. K. Tullidge has written a 
volume maintaining the identity of the lost 
tribes of Israel in England and America. 
- BIDWELL, .'80. . L. B. Bidwell, who has been 
since graduation, a Civil Engineer in the employ 
of the New York and New England road, le£t 
New York, Tuesday, March 28th, for San Dom-
ingo. He goes with ·a party under the auspices 
of Boston capitalists, to survey a new road 
through the interior, and will camp in the bush, 
some six d;iys journey, on hbrse-back, or, to be 
more exact, mule-back, with post-office supplies 
and his trunk. . 
Recently in Hartford :~A. S. Murray, '71 ; 
Rev. D. B. Wilson, '79 ; R. H Nelson, 'Bo; 
Stewart Stone, 'Bo; Charles W. Freeland, '81 ; 
George S. Huntington, '81 ; Frank E. Miller, 
'81 ; Edward P. Newton, '81 ; Richard A. White, 
'81. 
PARTICLES. 
The Tuttle Prize essayists are at work. 
Stuart has been chosen class-photographer 
of'82. · 
The attendance at the voluntary noon-day 
service is small. 
The Juniors are reading Theqcritus and the 
Eclogues of Virgil. 
The Spring recess will begin April 2 I st, 
and continue ten days. 
The Seniors have commenced WayJand's 
Moral Philosophy, Gray's Botany, and Guizot's 
History of Representative Government. 
There is a man in Seabury Hall so polite 
th~t he recently tipped his cap while address-
ing a young lady through the telephone. 
The "IV Immortals," instituted in the 
spring of 1880, held a secret session a few 
days since at which business of great impor-
tance and of a private nature was transacted. 
Two honorary members were also elected. 
The Library has received, as an installment 
of the purchases on account of the Alumni 
Library Fund for the current year, Hazlitt's 
edition of Dodsley's Collection of Old Eng-
lish Plays in fifteen volumes and the works of 
the Dramatists of the Restoration in fourteen 
volumes. 
A petition has been sent to the Faculty by 
the Senior class asking to have class day 
changed from the Thursday to the Tuesday 
before Commencement. A resolution also to 
the same effect has been transmitted to the 
Faculty from a committee of the House of 
Convocation .. 
The inter-collegiate athletic contest will 
take place at the Polo Grounds in New York, 
May 27th. Following are the events: One 
hunered yards dash, two hundred and twenty 
yards dash, half mile run, one mile run, one 
hundred and tw~nty yards hurdle, one mile 
walk, high jump, running long jump, pole 
vaulting, putting the shot ( I 6 lbs.), throwing 
the hammer (16 lbs.), tug of war (6oo lbs). 
The following sdections have been allotted 
to the Prize Version. Appointees; McCracken, 
'82, from Aeschylus' Persians ; Gowen, '82, 
from Demosthenes' 3d Philippic ; Burton, '8 3, 
from Sophocles Electra; Brown, '83~ from 
Demosthenes' De Corona; Richardson, '84, 
from Homer's Odyssey; Hills, '84, from De--
mosthenes' I st, Philippic. The translations 
of the above selections are to be handed in 
before April 3d. They are then examined 
and marked, first as to the accuracy of the 
translatio~ second as to the English com-
position. On May 25th, they are publicly 
delivered by the respective contestants who 
are then marked for their declamation. The 
prize is awarded to the man receiving the 
hi'ghest average for the three marks. 
DOINGS AT OTHER COLLEGES. 
AMHERST. 
All the Faculty of Amherst are alumni of 
that institution. 
A branch of the Inter-collegiate Young 
Men's Christian Association has lately been 
organized in college.-Stude11t. 
CORNELL 
It is said that certain members of the Fresh-
ma1i class feel "cut" because they were not 
kidnapped. 
Cornell wants to arrange an eight-oared 
race with the University . of Pennsylvania, to 
take place next June. Veteran poolselters are 
already inquiring whether there's a Shinkle in 
it or not. 
HARVA'RD, 
Daniel Pratt lectured at Harvard lately, on 
Human .IEstheticism. 
Eight thousand five hundred and sixty-one 
dollars have thus far been subscribed for the 
new hall of the Hasty Pudding Club. 
Since the declination of the Rev. Phillips 
Brooks, no one has beep seriously named as 
Plummer professor, in place of Dr. Peabody, 
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still in Europe. Chapel services have been 
conducted by resident clergymen of four de-
nominations. . 
Mr; William W. Goodwin, Ph. D., LL. D., 
Elliot :--rofessor of Greek literature, author of 
the well-known Greek Grammar and " Greek 
Moods and Tenses," has accepted the invita-
tion of the committee of the Archa!logical In-
stitute of America to a·ssume the directorship 
of the school at Athens for the first year. 
PRINCETON. 
The majority of the Princeton students 
would · be sorry to lose .President McCosh, 
. even if he does prevent them from playing 
lawn tennis in the afternoon and keep them 
in at t1ight. If there's going to be a change, 
however, they want an American to succeed 
him. 
Already strenuous efforts are being made 
toward winning the football championship 
next season. Besides the veteran players, who 
spend a large portion of their spare time in 
the gymnasium, there is a great deal of raw 
material in the shape of freshmen and undeve-
loped sophomores who have put themselvt,S 
in competent hands and are undergoing a 
system of training preparatory to an applica-
tion for a position on the team. Notwith-
standing the general excellence of both the 
Yale and Harvard teams they will be obliged 
to do some very hard work to keep the cham-
pionship in New England. 
YALE. 
By Mr. Sheffield's will the Scientific School 
receives $500,000, a sum larger than the to-
tal amount of previous donations. 
· A petition has been presented to the State 
Legislature asking that property belonging to 
the College may be exempt from taxation.-
News. 
There is talk of establishing a humorous il-
lustrated paper after the pattern of the Har-
vard Lampoon. 
The average expense for each member of 
the graduating class is $2,825 for the whole 
course. 
The News complains of the actlon of the 
Faculty, in allowing detectives to search the 
rooms for signs, &c. · 
The new athletic grounds, cover thirty acres, 
with tennis. archery, cricket and foot-ball 
fields, three base-ball fields and a rifle range. 
The college authorities bear half the expense 
of the grounds. 
Yale, noted in the past for her advanced 
ideas, both in government and methods of in-
struction, seems likely to return to the long-
discarded system of college discipline. Presi .. 
dent Porter, in his annual report, stated his 
belief in the_plan of appointing monitors and 
watchers. He disapproves of the practice of 
college authorities in leaving students to their 
honor and trm,ting them with self-govern-
ment.-E.r. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Examinations are to be dispensed with at 
Wellesley. ' 
Rev. Dr. Campbell, for twenty years Presi-
dent of Rutgers, has resigned. 
The Annual Register of Columbia College 
for 1881-2 shows an attendance, in all depart .. 
ments, of 1,587. 
'rhe Dartmouth Faculty has refused to 
grant the Seniors a " Commencement vaca-
tion." 
The Michigan University Sophomores in-
tend to give a Latin Play; the "Adelphi "of 
Terence has been chosen. 
It is said that both the Oxford and Cam-
bridge crews are in excellent form, and one of 
the fastest races ever rowed is expected when 
they meet on April I. Betting slightly favors 
Oxford at present. 
The Natt'on has taken up the discussion of 
the parental system and of elective studies. 
Several articles of interest to college men 
have appeared in recent issues, and have 
aroused considerable discussion on the part of 
various college papers. 
The Brown Freshmen gave a dinner the 
other night, but were unable. to enjoy it, 
owing to the fact that the Sophomores had 
arrived in time to persuade the landlord that 
they were Freshmen, and to eat up the whole 
dinner before the fashionable Freshmen ap-
peared. 
The University of Berlin now has over 
4,000 students and it is feared that the labor-
atories and lectu.re rooms will soon be found 
insufficient to accommodate them all. There 
are forty -three societies of various kinds among 
the students. 
At the University of Virginia. an examina-
tion begins at 8 o~ clock in the morning, and 
continues through the day. The students 
come and go during the day, entirely un-
watched, having pledged their honor not to 
receive or give assistance. A breach of faith · 
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is visited with the indignation of the students. 
~Ex. 
At English universities the members of t_he 
four classes are kllown as Freshmen, J umor 
Sophisters, Senior Sophisters and Questioners. 
In early colonial days it was supposed ~hat the 
fourth class at the American colleges scarcely 
more than equalled in grade the third class at 
English colleges, and the name of .. Junior 
Sophister" was therefore applied to the· third 
class and that of " Senior Sophister " to the 
fourth class. It did not take long for thest: 
names to contract into" Junior" and "Senior." 
-Varsity. · 
The Junior class of the University of Penn-
s'ylvania has "refused to suppo~ the suit be~un 
by some of its members agarnst the seniors 
for the possession of a class-bowl. The funds, 
therefore, to carry on the case, whi~h is now 
pending, must be raised by su~sc~iptio_n: 
The seventeen government umvers1ttes of 
Italy were attended by more than I 1,000 
students last year. Altogether the number 
receiving superior instruction was I 2,660, an 
increase of 969 over the previous year. 
The Oxford cap and gown has been adopt-
ed by twenty American colleges. 
There are four Egyptian students at Illinois 
college, and three· Brazilians at Cornell.-Ex. 
Washington Territory boasts the possession 
of two colleges. , 
Bowdoin College, Maine, contains this year 
258 students; 
A student's excursion is the latest get up ; 
at a cost of $300, the student can make a 
-tour of England, Belgium, Germany, Switzer-
land, Italy and France. The excursion starts 
June 1 5th, I 882, from Indianapolis.-Ex. 
There are 170 colleges in the United States 
where hoth sexes are admitted as students.-
Er. . 
Mortar-boards are flourishing at Tuft's Col-
lege. · 
Vassar proposes starting a regular' Glee 
Club.-E.r. 
An attempt is to be made to bar Columbia 
College from taking part in the Childs' Cup 
contest. 
Dartmouth is in a great deal of trouble, 
financially and otherwise. President Bartlett 
is being blamed for this condition, and it is 
stated that he will be requested to resign. 
Plans for the formation of a college tem-
perance society seem .to be se.riously enter-
. , 
tained, for an exhaustive letter on the subject 
lately appeared in the College dailies. 
Mr. Riddleberger has proposed a school 
e,:cclusively for colored males, to be known as 
the Virginia Normal Institute. The annu~l 
appropriation for the support of the school 1s 
to be $15,000. The bill provides for the ad-
mission of fifty young men, as state students, 
free of charge, who shall be not less than six-
teen nor more tha1_1 twenty-one years of age. 
One student is to be appointed from each sen-
atorial district and ten from the State at 
large. 
EXCHANGES. 
Often have we hear<l various exchange 
Editors complain of the almost innumerable 
number of comparatively worthless exchanges 
which .periodically litter their editorial tables, 
and often have · we asked ourselves the 
question why they did not rid themsel".:es 
of these, if they proved to be such a nms-
ance. Nothing is lost, in our opinion, by 
refusing to exchange with papers from institu-
~ions which, though they often call ~hemselves 
Universities are known to conSJst of not 
more· than ; dozen students and two or three 
professors. We see much wisdom in the 
step lately taken by the Crimson and the 
Yale News in this regard. Both these papers 
have cut down their exchange lists, which 
now includes only papers from first-class 
colleges, in which they are directly interested. 
The new Board of the l~tter paper show 
enterprise in another and more important 
departure. With every Wednesday number, 
they issue a suppliment conta~ning a ~artoon 
and one or two humorous articles, which are 
in fact quite witty for a Yale paper. While-
the News should be commended for this 
venture, it shows most of us how little wit 
Yale seems to possess. . This is the only 
departme.nt of college journalism in which 
she seems to be aeficient, without we take 
the poor jokes of the Courant for wit. Per-. 
haps howev~r we should not criticise hastely, 
for we hear it rumored that a paper after 
the style of the Lampoon ~ill so?n. be starte~ ; 
we will be greatly surprised 1f 1t equals m 
excellence the Tiger which has lately made 
its appearance at Princeton. The latter st~rts 
out with two excellent numbers. There 1s a 
certain independent, self-confident air 3:bout it 
which we like. There is, it is true, some far-
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fetched wit, yet if it improve in .this and a 
few minor point~, it will soon have poor 
Lamp by the horns. c;onsidering the col-
lege from which the Tiger hails, we· think 
the. announcement in its opening editoria1, 
that its " aims and intentions are moral and 
upright," extremely self-satisfr111g. 
NOTES AND CLIPPINGS. 
THE FOU k SEASONS. 
"Look at the Senior, grav~. 
Pride of the white and blue ; 
Resolute, bold and brave , 
Shouting for eighty-two, 
•' Hark ! the nohby Junior comes, 
Careless, happy, bright and free; 
Naught cares he for all the world, 
Save the class of eighty-three, 
Noise and canes 
The Sophomore, 
Beer and snab, 
'Tis eighty-four. 
" Tell me is the thing alive ? 
Little Freshy? Eighty five ?"~Acta. 
It has been recently ascertained that Solo-
mon had just got through his semi..-anmials 
when he wrote, "Much study is a weariness 
· of the flesh." "The grinders cease because 
they are few."-Ex. 
A Gentleman has namtd his daughters 
Time and Tide. so that they will wait for no 
man.-hx. 
At a camp-meeting, lately, a venerable 
sister began the hymn: "My soul be on thy 
guard ; ten thousand foes arise." She began 
too high. "Ten thousand," she screeched 
and stopped. "Start her at five thousand! " 
cried a stock broker present-Ex. . 
Full many a hope of high per cent. is raised 
By work examinations have entailed; 
Full many a one is doomed to be amazed, 
To find that he, in spite of all, has failed. 
· -Student Life. 
Dr. Cuyler wants all young ladies to band 
together and say, "No lips shall touch iny 
lips that have touched a bottle." Rather 
rough, this, on the fellows that were brought 
up by hand. 
A Boston artist is ·credited with having 
- painted an orange peel . on the sidewalk so 
naturally that six fat men slipped down on it. 
~Ez. 
Logical sequence-a comfortable reflection 
for the indisposed-a lazy boy is better than 
11otlti11g. Nothing is better than a studious 
boy, therefore a lazy boy is better than a 
studious boy.-Ex. 
A story is told of a member of a certain 
theological seminary who was so sensitive as 
to any suspi~ion of plagiarism that he never 
allowed himself to make the slighkst quota-
tion without giving authority. On one occa-· 
sion . he commenced grace at breakfast thus: 
"Lord, we thank thee that we have awakened 
from the sleep which a writer in the Edin-
burgh Review has called 'the image of death.'" 
-!lyracusa11. 
Professor-'' Mr. X., can you tell me why 
the days are longer in Summer and shorter 
in Winter r Mr. X., (with alacrity)-11 Yes, 
sir; it's because heat expands and cold con- · 
.tra'cts. "~Tech. · 
What was the cause of C.esar's death ? 
Too many Roman punches.-Ya/e News. 
I st Fresh.: " Who was the father of Ze-
bedee's children ? " 
2nd Fresh. : " Oh you can't catch me that 
way; I don't remember the old chap's name, 
but I know where the catch comes in."-E,.. 
It isn't flattering to a man to be summoned 
on a breach of promise case as an expert. 
" Volo hunc lihrum 
Esse in Inferno. 
Ego mathematicas 
Vehementer spern'o ; 
In quis ullum bonum, 
Ego nunquam cerno ! "-Ex. 
There is a Chicago girl who has beeo 
dying for the last two, years; living as it 
were, with one foot in the grave. The phy:-
sicians have hope, however. They say she 
can't get the other foot in-no room. St. 
Louis papers please copy .-Lampoon. 
How weary were this world uncheered by thee ! 
Dear solace of my life, my love, my own ! 
To dwell with thee I'd fling awaya thPOne, 
For, if without thy presence, it would be 
Naught but a place of doom and misery. 
Having known thee, I cannot live alone ; 
And ru~est, darkest cave of unhewn stone, 
We1e brightest home if thou wert there with me ! 
The fading glories of Fame's stored urns, 
Shine not for me ! Thou art the archetype 
Of earth's best joys-that flies, but aye returns ! 
Dwelling on thy sweet mouth so rich and· ripe, 
When lip lo lip the !·apturoull incense bums, 
I feel thou art rny own-my love-my pipe I-Argo. 
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THE DEA TH OF LONGFELLOW. 
The world has sustained a great loss in the 
death of our Poet, Longfellow. He belonged 
to us. In spirit and principles, as well as by 
birth, he was an American, but, by virtue of 
his sympathy for good and struggling souls 
everywhere, he belongs. not .. to us alone, but 
to the whole world. 
It is something worth recording that he 
was the first man who redeemed American 
poetry from the profl!sSed co·nte'mpt of foreign 
critics, and that, in thus lifting it out of dis-
grace, he has done a great deal more. He 
has crowned both it and himself with lasting 
honor. He has overcome the weight of uni-
versal prejudice which stood up against 
everything belonging to this new and demQ-
cratic nation, and , the victory is due to 
something in the man himself. and to the 
character of his writings. He has won some-
thing deeper than respect or admiration. 
The world not only praises, it also loves him. 
If we seek for the secret of his power 
over all classes, the lowly and the titled, the 
poor and the rich, the old and the young, 
philosophers; statesmen, and little children, we 
shall · find it in the fact that he, in his sym-
pathies, pierced through all the different cir-
cumstances and surroundings, which out-
wardly, distinguish class from classj and laid 
hold of what is genuine and permanent in 
human nature. 
But one characteristic separating Long-
fell6w from nearly every other poet belong-
ing to the same school with . him, may be 
seen in the fact that, while both he and they 
are poets of the heart, he sees only what is 
pure and worthy. Here lies the clear and 
wide distinction between him and such poets 
as Burns. Longfellow knew, no doubt, as well 
as Scotland's peasant singer did, that there 
are both low and lofty passions in the human 
soul. But he has portrayed only those of 
the better kind. · 
His is· therefore the rare felicity, the great 
reward of knowing, and . even of seeing with 
spirit-eyes now cleared from the blindness 
which always somewhat obscures earthly 
vision, that he never wrote a line , which 
should be blotted. out. Every sentiment is 
pure. The whole tendency of his influence 
will be in the direction of goodness. 
And another thing which speaks especially 
to the college world, is the fact that he was 
from the first a pains-taking student and a 
thorough, consdentious scholar. He never 
adt>pted the shallow idea that genius is ex-
empt from necessity of taxing. The two 
poems of his which perhaps have been often-
er quoted than any. of the others. namely 
"The Psalm of Life" and "Excclsio'r, 11 ex-
press the purpose which he adopted in the 
beginning of his literary work, and which he 
faithfully kept before him, until that work 
was ended. 
Hushed is a well-loved voice. 
Nerveless a master hand1 
Passes a beautiful life 
Into the Silent Land. 
THE SONG OF HIAWATHA. 
AN ENGLISH C::RITICISM. 
[Lo_1_1gfellow published his poem · ., Hia-
watha II in the year 18 56, and we print the 
criticism with which the " London Punch" 
then received it, thinking that it will be inter-
esting to call to mind the kindly spirit which 
was shown towards ol!r dead poet by his 'ad-
mirers across the water.] 
You, who hold in grace.~n<l honor, .. 
Hold, al? one who dic;l,yow,k!J?,~D~ ., 
When he publish'd former poems; 
Sang Eta.ngeline the noble, 
Sang the golden Golden Legend. 
Sang the songs the Voices utter 
Crying in the night and darkness1 
Sang how unto the Red Planet 
Mars he gave the Night's First WatclU!ii 
Henry \Vadsworth; whose adnomen 
(Coming awkward, for the accentst 
Into this his latest rhythm) 
Write we as Protracted Fellow1 
Or in Latin, Longus Comes1-
Buy the Song of Hiawatha. 
Should you ask me; Is the poem 
Worthy of its pr~d~ce~ors, 
Worthy' of ,the sweet concepti6nt, 
Of the manlY 1ne~ous· dictioit, 
Of the t,h'rast,' ~€:lie· ~r ·ptiartt, 
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Of the songs that sped the pulses, 
Of the songs that gemmed-the eyelash, · 
Of the other. works of Henry? 
I should answer, I should tell you, 
You may wi'Sh that you may get ii--
Don't you wish that you may get ~t? 
Should you ask ~e, Is it worthless, 
. Is it hosh and is it bunkum, 
·. Merely ' facile flowing nonsense, 
Easy to a practiced rhythmist, 
Fit to charm a private circle, 
But not worth the print and paper 
David Bogue hath here expended? 
I should answer, I should tell you, 
You're a fool and most presumptuous. 
Hath not Henry Wadsworth writ it? 
Hath not Punch commanded " Buy it ?'' 
Should you ask me, What's its nature? 
Ask me, what's the kind of poem? 
Ask me in res.pectful language, 
Touching your respectfl!l.~_ayer, 
Kicking back your manly hind-leg, 
Like to one who sees his betters ; 
I should answer, I should tell you, · 
'Tis a poem in this meter, 
And embalming the traditions, 
Fables, rites, and superstitions, 
. Legei)ds, charms, and ceremonials 
Of the various lrihes of Indians, 
From the land of the Ojibwayf, 
From the land of the Dacotahs, 
From the mountains, moors, and fenlands, 
Where the heron, the Shuh-shuh-gah, 
Finds its sugar in tbe rushes : 
From the fast-decaying nations, 
WIJich. our ge_ntle, .U:tt~le ~~~~el 
ls improving ·very sma"rtly, 
-From the·.face of all ereation, 
Off. the face of all creation. 
Should y~µ,~lc:IQt;, ay :what.i;tory 
By what action, plot or fiction, 
All these matters are con~ected ? 
I should answer, I should tell you, 
Go to Bogue and bi1y the poem, 
Publish'd neatly, at one shilling, 
Publish'd sweetly, at five shillings, 
Should you ask me, Is there music 
In the structure of the verses, 
In the names and in the phrases ? 
Pleading that, like weaver Bottom, 
You pref er your ears well tickled ; 
I should answer, I should tell you, 
Henry's verse is very charming; 
And for names--there's Hiawatha, 
Who's the hero of the poem ; . 
Mudjeekeewis, that's the West,.Wind, 
Hiawatha's gracele~~ father; ' · 
There's Nokomis, t~e.re's Wenona.!1-
Ladies both, of various merit ; 
Puggawaugum, that's a war-club • 
Pau-puk-keewis, he's a dandy, ' 
"Barr'd with streaks of red and yellow; 
And the women and the maidens 
Love the handsome Pau-puk-keewis," 
Tracing in him Pu11ch's likeness. 
Then there's lovely Minnehaha-
Pretty name with pretty meaning-
It implies the Laughing-water; 
And the darling Minnehaha 
Married n9ble Hiawatha ; 
And her story's far too touching 
To be sport for you, you donkey, 
With your ears like weaver Bottom's,. 
Ears like booby Bully Bollom. 
Once upon a time in London~ 
In the days of the Lyceum, 
Ages ere keen Arnold let it 
To the dreadful Northern Wizard, 
Ages ere the buoyant Mathews 
Tripp'd upon its hoards in briskness--
I remember, I rcmetbber 
How a scribe, with pen chivalrous,. 
Tried to save these Indian stories 
From the fate of chill oblivion. 
Out came sundry comic I~dians 
Of the tribe of Kut-an-hack-um. 
With their Chief, the clean Efmatthews 
With the growling Downy Beaver, r 
With the valiant Monkey's Uncle, 
Came the gracious Mari-Kee-lee, 
Firing off a pocket-pistol, 
Singing, too, that Mudjee-keewis 
(Shorten'cl in the song to "Wild Wind,'') 
Was a spirit very kindly. 
Came her Sire, the joyous Kee-lee~ 
By the waning tribe adopted, 
Named the Buffalo, and wedded 
To the fairest of the maidens· 
But repented of his ba'rgain, ' 
And his brother Kut-an-hack-urns. 
Very nearly chopp'd his toes. off-
Serve him right, the fickle Kee-lee. 
If you ask me, What this memory 
Hath to do with Hiawatha, 
And t~~ poem which I speak of? 
I shoukl answer, I should tell you, 
You're a foot, ·and most presumptuous~ 
'Tis not for such humble cattle 
To inquire what links and unions 
Join the thoughts, and mystic meanings. 
Of their betters, mighty poets, 
Mighty writers--Punch the mightiest. 
I should answer, I should tell you, 
Shut your mouth, and go to David, 
David, Mr. Punch's neighbor, 
Buy the song of Hiawatha, 
Rend, and learn, and then be thankful 
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Unto Pundi and Henry Wadsworth, 
Pundi, and noble Henry Wadsworth, 
Truer poet, better fellow, 
Than to be a,nnoyed at jesting, 
From his friend, great Pund,, who loves him. 
TRINITY SONGS. 
At a college meeting hdd March 8th, it 
was decided to reconsider Trinity's represen-
tation in the '' American College Song Book," 
now in course of preparation at Chicago. A 
committee was app:>inted, consisting of Messrs. 
Young, McCrackan, Burgwin, Ba_ll and Hotch-
kiss, to .pi;-epar~ the requisite number of col-
lege songs and secure their insertion. The 
committee immediately went to work to make 
the selectisn an<l have decided upon three of 
the four tunes necessary. -Two of the num-
ber are from the collection of German II Folk-
Songs" with which every Trinity man to-day 
is familiar. The third and the fourth have 
been sung in College for some time, To all 
of these the following new words have been 
set: 
TRINITY ECHOES. 
M. K, B., '79. 
Sing, sing, loud let us sing 
Our cares away we fling; 
For friends arc dear and hearts are free, 
Come share our joy with song and glee, 
Oh ! let the echoes ring 
At Trinity. 
Sing, sing, sadly sing 
Some songs regret will bring ; 
Our heart it rends to part from friends, 
And time will never make amends, 
Some songs regret will bring, 
At Trinity. 
Sing, sing, gladly sing, 
Still let the echoes ring ; 
We'll fear no storm while hearts are warm, 
No shock can love and friendship harm, 
Still let the echoes ring, 
At Trinity. . 
DRINKING SONG. 
H, N, R, 1 'So. 
When sparkling and gleaming the wine fl.ashes in t~e light, 
When song is loudly ringing and care is put to flight, 
The song of joy, the health to beauty, 
:Wake the echoes of the night. 
When wine is soft-tinted and glasses are raised on high, 
A song to Alma Mater rises clearly to the sky. 
Our loyal voices wake the echoes, 
While the night is rolling by. 
When golden and mellow like·sunlight upon the snow, 
The wine is quickly fl.owing, soft as s~~mer breezes blow. 
Then in the future we'll remember· · 
Gentle ~ongs of long ago. 
When daylight has faded and night, too, is on the wane, 
Long life to our Alma Mater, to her health your glasses drain, 
Though glass be empty, wine is fl.owing, 
Fill them up and drink again. 
'NEATH THE ELMS. 
A, P. B., '82. 
'Neath the e]ms of our old Trinity, 
'Neatli the elms of our old Trinity, 
No more shall we meet · 
Our classmates to _greet, 
'Ne~h the elms ·of our o]d Trinity. 
CH0RUs.-'Neath the elms of our old Trinity, 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity, 
It's seldom we'll meet 
In the moonlight so sweet, 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity, 
On the hills of our old Trinity, 
In the halls of our Qld Trinity, 
There is right merry cheer, 
There are friends true and dear, 
In the halls of our old Trinity. 
College days are from care and sorrow free. 
And oft will we seek in memory 
The days that are passed, 
Far too joyous to last, 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity. 
Then sing to our old Trinity, 
Our good old Alma Mater Trinity ; 
We're together to-day, 
To-morrow away, 
Away from our old Trinity. 
DREI MAL DREI. 
Drei mal drei ist neune, 
Lebe hoch die meine ; 
Drei mal dr~j ist neune, 
. Schaetzchen, die ist mein. 
CH0RUS.-Es geht ein Lied berum, 
Den Tish herum-Tisch,; Tisch..:...Billibum; 
Es geht ein Lied hcrum, 
Den Tisch her11m Billibum. 
Zwei mal zwei ist viere, 
.Keiner Seins verliere ;· 
Zwei mal zwei ist viere, 
Wohl ist mir und dir. 
Ein mal eins ist eine, 
J eder hat die Seine ; 
Ein mal eins ist einc, 
Du bist mein und dein. 
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SIGNS OF SPRING. 
Potato-bugs are-butlding·ollt ; 
We see the hoppet's fitful gleam; 
And now the coy and toothsome trout 
Coverts within his native stream ;. 
And now the blue-bird chants a lay, 
And robins twitter in the trees ; 
The bull-frog•s murmer all the d·ay, 
Comes floating on the balmy breeze; 
The groui1ci-hog issues from his hole, 
And browses on the corn, poor thing ; 
These omens to the poet's soul, 
Are harbingers of early. Spring. 
PARTICLES. 
Brace the Glee Club. 
Anniversary of the :Jug. 
$50,000. Particulars on application. 
In wrath he muttered, '' gam the das." 
Translate. 
A Soph calls his chum "To Rent " because 
he is always unoccupied. 
The next number of the TABLET will be 
issued Saturday, April 22d. 
The unsightly mass of stones and ·rubbish 
north of the campu's is being removed. 
!he Seniors are amusing themselves with 
that classic game, known as '' Duck on the 
-Rock." 
The Junior who collided with falling debris 
from Northam Tower now sports a mortar-
bored hat. 
Walker Hall, the finest of the Amherst 
College buildings, was destroyed by fire on 
the 29th. · 
Work on Northam Tower is progressing 
rapidly. The masonry is complete and most 
of the roof timbers are in position. It is ex-
pected tnat the building will be finished by 
Commencement. 
"The Student's Guide in Quantitative 
Analysis," by Prof. Bolton, has been lately 
published by S. E. Cassino of Boston. It con-
tains full descriptions of the processes to be 
employed in a number of analyses, with am-
ple explanations and tables of results~ 
Metaphysical Junior, in German : " Profes-
sor, is life worth living?" Prof. C. : "That 
depends upon the liver.'' Class faint.-Ex. 
Prof. in hydrostatics : '' If you had pur-
chased a crown of gold ahd thought part 
of it was silver, what wou1d you d~ 1 " Jun-
ior : " Take it back.''-/;zdex. 
EXCHANGES. 
The B,zmo11ia11 is a neat· little sheet and 
we can honestly commend it for genetal 
excellence. The editorials although well 
written are inclined to roam over too large a 
field. · 
The University Herald from Syracuse, is 
a_ paper which in its current number scarcely 
rises above mediocrity. In a fairly · \vritten 
~rticle _entitled: "A Sophomore putrage;'' 
1t describes the late abduction of two Fresh-
~en by a like number of Sophomores. Its 
literary department is its best feature and it 
contains the following sensible extract from 
the _Inter-Ocean, (C~~cago,) which is very 
pertment. 
The "classical course," as it is called, is~ 
no doubt, excellent for anybody; but if the! 
young man in college is strictly confined to it 
there is one thing certain, he wiHrarely becom~ 
a successful journalist. For such purpose he 
is, qrdinarily, not much better off when he 
leaves college than when he enters it. New 
courses of study covering the recent move-
ments _of human thought, and recognizing 
the existence of the world we now live in 
must be devised for the college cirriculu~ 
before any considerable number will step 
from the race into the threadmill of journal-
ism. The college of the future is one that 
will keep pace with human thought. It will 
use the newspapers as a text-book simultan-
eously with the Iliad of Homer, and the 
current discussions upon the tariff in connec-
tion with the the Oration on the Crown. 
April 4, 
" 7, 
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AMUSEMENTS. 
Frank Mordaunt in " The Old 
Shipmates." 
Muldoon's Picnic. 
Denman Thompson in "Joshua 
Whit(:omb." 
St. Augustine Society in "Eileen 
Oge." 
" 13, Emma Abbot Opera Co. 
" 14, Ross' American Theatre Co. 
" 17, Haverley's Mastodon Minstrels. 
" 18, Madrigal Concert. 
" 19, Heme's Hearts of Oak. 
0 2 1, Daly's Fifth Ave. Co. in " Pass-
ing Regiment." 
